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1、Handle
2、Handle button
3、Shoulder pad
4、Crotch pad
5、Buckle
6、Webbing
7、Center function adjustment
8、Adjustment webbing
9、Side webbing guide
10、Canopy
11、Headrest
12、Inner pad
13、Front webbing guide
14、Carrier shell

：Not to use this CRS in seating positions where an active
frontal airbag installed.
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Attach With Stroller
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Notice：
1、This is a "Universal" child restraint. It is approved to
Regulation No. 44, 04 series of amendments,
for general use in vehicles and it will fit most, but not all, car
seats.
2、A correct fit is likely if the vehicle manufacturer has
declared in the vehicle handbook that the vehicle is
capable of accepting a "Universal" child restraint for this
age group.
3、This child restraint has been classified as "Universal"
under more stringent conditions than those which applied
to earlier designs which do not carry this notice.

(16)

Release From Stroller

4、If in doubt, consult either
manufacturer or the retailer.

the

child

restraint

Warning：
1、Only suitable if the approved vehicles are fitted with 3
point safety-belts, approved to UN/ECE Regulation No. 16
or other equivalent standards.
2、The rigid items and plastic parts of a child restraint shall
be so located and installed that they are not liable, during
everyday use of the vehicle, to become trapped by a
movable seat or in a door of the vehicle;
3、Not to use them in seating positions where an active
frontal airbag installed.

(17)

4、Any straps holding the restraint to the vehicle should be
tight, that any straps restraining the child should be
adjusted to the child's body, and that straps should not be
twisted.
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5、Ensuring that any lap strap is worn low down, so that
the pelvis is firmly engaged, shall be stressed.

16、Take your baby out of the infant car seat as often as
possible in order to relieve pressure from his or her spine

6、The device should be changed when it has been
subject to violent stresses in an accident.

17、The infant car seat is not suitable for baby sleeping for
long time, please use the baby bed instead.

7、It is dangerous for any alterations or additions to the
device without the approval of the Type Approval Authority,
and a danger of not following closely the installation
instructions provided by the child restraint manufacturer.

18、Please contact with distributor or manufacturer to
replace or supplement the components if they were
damaged or missed.

8、Children should not be left in their child restraint system
unattended.
9、It shall be recommended that any luggage or other
objects liable to cause injuries in the event of a collision
shall be properly secured.
10、The child restraint shall not be used without the cover;

IMPORTANT!
KEEP FOR FUTURE REFERRENCE

Adjustment:
1、To adjust the carrying handle, simultaneously press the
left and right buttons(1) of picture4 you can lock the
carrying hand in place in 3 positions:

11、The seat cover should not be replaced with any other
than the one recommended by the manufacturer, because
the cover constitutes an integral part of the restraint
performance.

A: Vehicle position in the car or carry position outside of
the car;

12、Not to use any load bearing contact points other than
those described in the instructions and marked in the child
restraint.

C: Rest position in the desk or the position to put the
baby into carrier;

13、It is dangerous to use the reclined cradle on an
elevated surface, e.g. a table;
14、This reclined cradle is not intended for prolonged
periods of sleeping.
15、Please stop using the infant car seat after your baby
be capable to sit by himself or herself.

B: Cradle position in the desk or lock position attached
with stroller;

2、Loosen shoulder belts by pressing the adjustment
button on central adjuster and simultaneously pulling both
shoulder belts up upon picture 5
3、Pull the harness belt from the hole (Picture 6) and insert
them to the hole in higher or lower position (Picture 7) to
adjust the harness.
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Product Maintenance Record

Installation in the car(HBR-X1) :
1、Place the infant car seat facing the rear of the vehicle
on the vehicle seat. The seat is not suitable for use with a
two-pointed or lap seatbelt. Securing with a two-point
seatbelt could result in serious or fatal injuries to the child
in the event of an accident.

Distributor :
Address:
Product Name

Model

2、Loosen shoulder belts by pressing the adjustment
button on central adjuster and simultaneously pulling both
shoulder belts up. (Picture 9)

Order Date

Use duration

User Name

User Tel

3、Put your child into the child seat, place shoulder belt
directly over your child’s shoulders and ensure the
shoulder belts are not twisted.

Problem discribtion1:

Place both buckle tongues together and lock them in place
in belt buckle with an audible “CLICK”. (Picture 10)

Problem discribtion2:

Pull cautiously on central adjustment belt in order to tighten
shoulder belts until they fit your baby’s body. (picture 11)

Problem discribtion3:

4、 Unfold the sun canopy by pulling gradually on the
plastic cover. To fold up, push the sun canopy back to the
start position.

Solution discribtion1:

5、Pull out the vehicle seatbelt and route it over the infant
car seat. Lock the buckle tongue in place in vehicle
seatbelt （picture 13/14/15）
Warning: it may be that buckle part of the car seatbelt is too
long so that it reaches the blue belt guides of the infant car
seat. this means that the infant car seat cannot be fastened
tightly. If this is the case, choose another seat in the car for
the infant car seat.

Solution discribtion2:

Solution discribtion3:

User signature

Date

Maintainer signature

Date

